
Welcome to a Special Guest  Edition of the Leadership Caffeine Jam Session!

https://adambryantbooks.com/

Where Adam Bryant encourages to ask and
answer the vexing question:  "Do you really

want to lead?"

(I'll reiterate this question throughout the
program. Think hard about it.)

First time to a Jam Session?

Your comments and questions help drive the
discussion!

Use CHAT & REPLY TO EVERYONE

Recording/MInd Map/Anonymous Chat Stream to Be Shared...

Today: 

We'll tee up the topics from
Adam's book/body of work

I'll tee up questions via the
blue question mark...

...you ask questions/offer comments
on anything we are covering

Ground rules:

Have fun sharing ideas and raising important
questions with everyone!

REMEMBER: We all grow
smarter together.

Adam: thousands of interviews to crack
the code to leaping to leader...

Adam: what's the
short answer?

How do we make the leap to leader without jumping off a cliff?

How do we avoid this?

& what was your Leap to
Leader journey?

Be clear on what the difference is
between a manager and leader....

Have to be a great manager
before you are a leader

Writing the playbook..
.not following it

How can I
transform my

job?

How can I help my boss?

What are the challenges they're
not seeing (Gray Zone)

Great manager first...to
be a great leader

NOW: not willing to put up with a bad
user experience (bad boss)

YES!! Do not need a
title to be a leader!!

Avoid the fall: get clear eyed on what the job
entails: be clear about your why!!

Don't fall for just
the attraction!!

From the book: "My focus is on exploring
the X factors that will have the greatest

impact on your career and in your
development as a leader."

Setting the stage
with EVERYONE'S input...

Cool question from Adam: "What if employees
could choose their manager and

switch teams at will?"

What kind of manager
would you choose?

One who is an advocate; consistent; open and
communicative; caring...me and my growth, creative,

innovative non micro manager; clear expectations; knows the
value of no; driven and wgood communicator

adam: nesting dolls; similar themes
nest inside each other.....

Selfless versus
self-centered....

Sidebar on servant
leadership...

Get the people part first; and you
have to nail the process

Eq/analytical....

Two quotes that jumped out at me: 

"Making the leap to leader requires
killing your old self." John Donovan,
former CEO AT&T Communications

Individual contributor to manager...
the old skills no longer hunt

You are taking on new w

"You need to do your job like
you have nothing to lose,

because that's what leaders do."

How about this career advice for leaping to leader?

True or False: Start doing the job you aspire to.

THE CONTRASTING VIEW: Lloyd Blankfein, former
CEO Goldman Sachs: "If you live the next
job, there's a lower likelihood you'll get it."

What do you think?

Nail your core job; do it really well; transform the role;
expand the job description; how can you help your

boss/take things off your plate
Art's phrase: succeed wildly

where you are at, first!

Quiet quitting: about
boundaries...

ambitious: go above
and beyond....

We all have postit notes on our backs..
..Informal Scouting Report

When people talk about a
colleague...They're good, but...

Know this!!

Make sure your career management plan
is erasing...and tuning the But

How do we learn what the 3-word
post-its say about us...

Personal BOD;
Confidants;

Ask your Swim Buddy? 

"Leaders are
drawn to the fire."

Discuss....

Leaping to Leader:  "Playing in Traffic"

THINK ABOUT IT: "When you talk about getting to
the most senior levels, it's less about the work

and more about the network."

What are some good
strategies for

growing/strengthening your
network?

Do meaningful
things with people!!

Step out of that
comfort zone...

Weekly cadence:
start/renew/repair

Start conversations
about their insights....key leadership lessons; their stories

Start your "Corner Office" feature...interview
them about their key insights...

Big moments that
propel you!!

Get out there; get
involved; meet people...

Your career mostly determined by
the people you know!!!

Rick: Man
plans/God

laughs

One of your strong
recommendations...

Be clear about what
you stand for...

effectively: create your
personal leadership
branding statement

 How
do we crystalize this?

We start with the
elevator pitch

Senior leaders: Who are
you as a leader?

How do you get to this?
3 or 4 values important to

you that you stand for

(Double click era of leadership): Why?
Why? Why? How? How do you?

Fringe magnet poetry
in leadership!!!! What hills will I not

surrender on?

Internal
excavation/understand

who you are...

SHARE!!!

(Learning curve w new boss; help
your team shorten that curve)

Note: Blanchard and others: Your
Leadership Point of View (LPOV)

 For those in leadership roles or aspiring to lead: 

Imagine you are talking with a prospective new team member and
they ask the question: "What do you stand for?"

What's your answer?

Be prepared for the
Double Clicks!!! Set aside the "should"

Look at the things
that shaped

Leaping to Leader: Strengthen as a Decision Maker...

How do we do this?

My editorial
comments on decision making

Big part of your job!!! Be clear about the different
kinds of decisions....accept that you won't have all
the data; more gray areas....the decisions will not

always be agreed upon; own them; have the courage to make them! 

Idea: get word of "strategy"
substitute bets for strategy

Adam's next book? 

Leaping to Leader: Build Self-Awareness

"Self-awareness involves recognizing your
feelings and operating within a fairly narrow

band of emotions."

Strategies for strengthening
your self-awareness?

It starts with awareness

Are others seeing us as we desire to
be seen? What's the gap?

Be aware of this gap and do everything
you can to help close this gap!!

Concept: The informal scouting report on you

What does yours say?

Leaping to Leader: Choose the
Stories You Tell Yourself

"Reality is just source
material."  -Leila Janah

What does this mean for those
of us striving to lead?

Leaping to Leader: Do you really want to lead?

What should we consider
before taking on this role?

Final words of guidance for anyone
striving to Leap to Leader...

Listening; be a
great listener

Tom Peters;
Fierce Listening!!

Building a listening
infrstructure

Our September Session Focuses
on the elusive, important topic of Developing Your Executive Presence

https://artpetty.mykajabi.com/leadership-caffeine-jam-session-23


